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WHAT IS ATTENTION? SOME BACKGROUND 
 

∞Shortage of dopamine may lead to poor memory.  
∞Conversely, an overabundance of dopamine in the limbic system is believed to cause 

paranoia.  
∞"[Endorphins] disinhibit the dopamine pathways, causing more dopamine to be 

released into the synapses."  
∞Dopamine tells us what’s salient.  

∞SALIENCE = emotional relevance.  
∞Attention can be automatic (involuntary)—biologically/emotionally/environmentally 

driven OR  
∞Directed/Voluntary Attention—partially voluntary & partially driven by SALIENCE.  

∞Voluntary attention: You need to analyze your environment for distractions (attention is 
cognitive and visual). 

∞100% attention = vigilance 
∞vigilance destroyers: 

∞Sudden light, movement, noises 
∞Objects appearing abruptly 
∞Facial expression 
∞Stress, worry 
∞Time 

∞Unfortunately, people are slow to react to objects that appear at recently attended locations. 
The brain does not like to return attention to place or object it has left. That means that once 
you’ve become distracted by something, it can be difficult to return your attention to the thing 
that you want to prioritize. 
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WHAT DOES THE RESEARCH TELL US? 
 

1) WHITE NOISE: Do you have an attention-deficit disorder? Study in Journal of Child 
Psychology and Psychiatry: White noise can be beneficial when studying. Background noise 
improved cognitive performance in those with ADHD while decreasing it in the control 
group. Researchers conclude that ADHD students needed more noise than control group. 
(Actually based on dopamine levels, so those with lower dopamine levels (ADHD) would 
perform better with more white noise.) 

2) HEART RATE: Slowing a heart rate to 60-80 beats/minute can improve cognitive 
performance. This can be done with certain music. 

3) PRACTICE: Study by Hopkins researcher found that practice improved attention. Ability to 
screen out distractors was improved and MRI showed that practice changed activity in 
different regions of the brain. 

4)   SLEEP: In studies limiting sleep to six hours of sleep or less, concentration decreased 
steadily  
       across days. Even one night of sleep loss 

● Impairs your ability to comprehend a rapidly changing situation 
● Causes you think more rigidly, less flexibly 
● Increases distraction  
● Reduces vocabulary, verbally and in writing 
● Causes labored articulation and flatter intonation 

5) EXERCISE: According to Sam Wang @ Princeton: exercise improves executive function. 
Executive function is mediated by the frontal lobes and consists of the type of tasks an 
executive might engage in: focusing attention appropriately, holding information in working 
memory, choosing appropriate behavior, and exercising judgment. Also, it’s never too late: 
Research has shown that people who start exercising as late as their 60s can cut the risk of 
dementia in half. 

6) DIET: There is no magic food – research between food and cognition is inconclusive. 
Caffeine? Bananas (dopamine)? Nuts, etc (omega-3)? Only one thing is clear: high-fat diet in 
rats results in less learning and decreased memory capacity. 

7) RIGOR & RESISTANCE: Pleasure pathway: keeps us alive by rewarding behavior that is 
beneficial to survival. Learning, adapting activates reward pathway because it is obviously 
beneficial to our survival. Results that come too easily may actually have a negative impact 
on motivation and thinking. Also, too difficult may be troublesome. This may be a 
compelling reason to START WITH FUN & EASY STUFF. 

8) MORE ON RIGOR & RESISTANCE: Experiences that are incongruent with previous experience 
= cognitive dissonance. In order to create stability, the natural tendency is to at least 
suspect, if not reject the information that is different than what previous experiences have 
taught. 
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TIP #1 - SEEK NOVELTY 
 
In contrast to hyper vigilance, which locks an object in attention, soft vigilance remains open to 
novelty.  In experiments, children were asked to look at a poster. Group A was asked to move 
left to right while viewing; Group B was asked to sit still while viewing. Group A had better 
recall of the image. Results reversed in experiment performed at a Montessori school, where 
students are more likely to be moving around and sitting still may be a novelty. What 
conclusions can we draw from this study? 
 

● Seek novelty & creative distraction. If you usually hand-write, try typing or vice versa. 
● Change locations for each subject. 
● Rotate subjects every couple of hours. 
● Study in 20-/30-minute cycles. Follow with a quick 2-minute reward or break. Study 

again. 
● Avoid multitasking. Use apps that will block your internet and phone use, and reward 

you for the longer that you stay on task. 
● Use a time-management system, time-blocking & time-keeping tools. Make a plan 

(estimate how much time you’ll need for each course and for each upcoming project or 
assignment) & follow that plan (achieving your goal will become a reward in itself). You 
can also use your calendar to hold your distractions (e.g., put a reminder to pay your 
credit card bill so that you don’t have to stop your project to do it or try to hold it in 
your head to do later).  

 
TIP #2 - DIG DEEPER 
 
EXPOSURE EFFECT = Things become enjoyable the more that we do them (music, art, etc.) 
Increased exposure to unfamiliar stimuli often has the effect of increasing liking.  
 
When you are planning out a day of studying, making, or project-ing, consider the following: 
 

● Sometimes you may want to start with your biggest challenge. The root of avoidance is 
fear of failure or evaluation. Don’t let those negative thoughts get you down. Dig in and 
get involved! 

● Build background knowledge in a subject or process. Take an active role in examining 
your choices and how you are selecting preferences: What can you do to ‘like’ certain 
things more and learn more about them? 

● Associate things you don’t like with things you like. For example, if you don’t like 
studying the Renaissance but you do like caramel macchiatos, then hit the local cafe and 
start studying. 

● Set clear and reasonable time limits. This will provide some “light at end of the tunnel 
and will allow you to work toward a clear goal. 
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TIP #3 - ASSOCIATE & REORGANIZE 
 
The two (2) most important aspects in building long-term memory: association & organization. 
In other words, you need to associate new information with current knowledge and categorize 
things as you learn. In addition to drawing connections, you need to look for differences and 
exceptions. 
 

● Here’s an interesting sidenote: In a study of male and female medical students 
presented with unusual ailments, men were more likely to misdiagnose. The hypothesis 
was that women more naturally see exceptions and distinctions because the vast 
amount of medical information is deduced from conditions of 150-170 pound white 
males. This, in turn, makes women more conscious in their learning process and more 
deliberate in their diagnosis. 

● STUDY PRO TIP: Use the link system. When you take notes or study for exams, focus on 
the relationship between concepts NOT only the concept and definition. A few examples 
of words that show relationship = because, and, or, that, so, however, results in,  

● STUDY PRO TIP: Use the method of loci of the ancient Greeks. Study a particular subject 
in a particular location. Organize words and concepts physically through concept webs 
and mind maps. 

 
TIP #4 - ADAPT 
 
In the past, we thought that knowledge was objective, now individuals believe that knowledge 
can be subjective. Intelligence used to be considered static and unchanging; now we know that 
it is flexible and adaptive. Perspective is everything. 
 

● Believing you can become smarter, makes you smarter.  
● Intelligence = learning, and learning is adaptive and a lifelong process 
● View your failures as an opportunity for improvement. 
● Malcolm Gladwell in Outliers popularized the “10,000 hours = mastery” myth. The 

concept was introduced by psychologist Anders Ericsson. However, there is no magic 
number. It is a combo of inherent talent/skill + practice. The myth is, however, 
shorthand for something that appears over and over again in the research—achieving 
mastery of something requires lots and lots of practice. 

● Don’t fall into the trap of avoidance. Instead, tackle projects you dislike/fear head on. 
You may find yourself embracing them.  


